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VINTAGE BENELLI MOTORCYCLES TOUR IN MARCHE AND
ROMAGNA REGIONS

1st Day:
Arrival at the hotel and accomodation.
Dinner and overnight.
2nd Day: (68,3 km) : Pesaro, his hills and his surprises, about motors and delicacies!
Breakfast at the hotel and going to visit the Museo Benelli situated near the
centre of Pesaro, a museum of property of the same named esteemed
Italian motorcycle company where you can let your favorite vintage
motorcycle that you will use during the tour. Than you will leave for the
visit to the Museo Morbidelli, other very important example of a
motorcycles company of made in Italy.
Stop to have lunch at a small restaurant along the San Bartolo scenic road
used by riders as an hangout and founded by a real motorcycle lover.
Departure for Montelabbate, a small town where you can visit two vintage
motorcycles private Battisti and Massanelli’s collections , very passionate bikers passing by the sinuous road near
Candelara, little village famous for its holiday dedicated to Candle Festival, during the Christmas period.
From here you will go to the direction of Mombaroccio, other cute village that has an important Francescan
Sanctuary, Beato Sante, built in 1233. After some kilometres you can see
Monteciccardo, where there are ruins of a Castle and a Tower of
Renaissance origins and finally you will arrive in Cartoceto.This small town
is rich of sweet hills cultivated by thousands of olives trees which product
an excellent D.O.P. Olive oil. Here you will stop at a “historical small store”
where Vittorio and Elide will meet you and wait you for a tasting of his
fresh and multi-flavoured goat and sheep cheeses, matched with their
Olive oil and many othr products.
Return to the hotel in the late afternoon for dinner and overnight.
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3rd Day: (175 km) : Some natural and gastronomic jewels gets up your machine…
Breakfast at the hotel and departure to the Sasso Simone e
Simoncello Natural Park by the road which pass through the villages
Colbordolo and Mondaino. Here you will stop for a break for view the
beautiful panorama of Marche and Romagna hills and where a guide
dressed in Dante Alighieri's clothes will look forward to welcoming
you for a short visit of the helmet inside walls. He will choose
between you a "madama" and a "messere" who will have to dress the
same medieval clothes and will have to help him to show the road. At
the end you will be welcomed by runners of a very old olive oil mill,
aged 1564, where you can taste a lot of different kinds local cold cuts and cheeses such as Formaggio di Fossa,
the " Malatestian Cheese", seasoned under the grains and UNIQUE IN ITALY!
After that you will return to Carpegna, the heart of this Natural Park where you can stop for free time and
possibility to have lunch tasting the Famous Carpegna Row Ham.
Along the way back you will "touch" some other villages as Piandimeleto and
Sant'Angelo in Vado, one of the mother countries of White Truffle, 'till you arrive
in Apecchio, a medieval town named "City of Beer " where we can taste all the 3
different kind of beer (white, red and black) produced here.
Before arriving, at the end of the route you will pass under a bridge built by
Romans, through a canyon between Monte Paganuccio and Monte Pietralata,
made by the Candigliano river where, if you will be lucky, some eagles will fly
above your heads...
Return at the Hotel for dinner and overnight.
4th Day :
Breakfast at the hotel and departure to Rimini for a visit to Museo del
Motociclo , where over 250 examples of "two wheels" remember the
history of these fantastic vehicle. Along the route you have to stop at
Parco San Bartolo to admire the landscape and the cliff overlooking the
sea, in the hamlet of Fiorenzuola di Focara, where in the past it seems
there some fire lights to show the position to
sailers. Out of its city walls there's a plaque where
are wrote some words which Dante told about in
his Divine Comedy, telling about facts happened in front of its coast.
Break for free lunch in Rimini just arrived.
Leave Rimini for arrive in Coriano where you visit the Simoncelli Museum, dedicated to
the unlucky young pilot of Moto Gp.
Return with a stop in the legendary Tavullia, where Valentino Rossi was born and lives.
Here you visit his Museum and Fan Club and at the end you can have dinner in his already famous VR restaurant,
where sometimes he comes!
Go back to the hotel for overnight.
5th Day :
Breakfast at the hotel and giving back of the vehicles before leaving.
End of services.
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Available all year around (5 days/4 nights)
Package prices € 807,00 per person for the driver
Package prices € 368,00 per person for the partner (the passenger on the motorbike)
Single Room Supplement € 75,00 per person per stay
Prices valid for minimum 10 and maximum 20 pax
NET rate to Tuqui Tour
No Options has been fixed
Availability ON REQUEST
Package price includes :
- Accommodation at a 3* scattered hotel (its rooms are distributed in existing converted buildings with a central
reception area). It is situated at the top of a Medieval Italian hilltop settlement, which is close to the Adriatic Sea
and to many towns villages nearby Fano and Pesaro-Urbino. All the rooms offer a peaceful and sunny setting
with an enchanting view of the fascinating valleys surrounding the Borgo. Accommodation in double or twin
rooms with a buffet breakfast and dinner (3 dishes and drinks included- ½ water, ¼ wine and coffee).

-Hire of different models and cubic capacity vintage motorcycles (Insurance and technical assistance included)
for 3 days of tour.
-Guide services as per program:
Expert Guide available everyday;
3rd day : short guided visit of Mondaino (max 30 min.)
-Lunch as per program:
2nd day: lunch in the riders hangout In Pesaro.
-Tasting as per program:
2nd day :tasting oF different types of fresh cheeses and products of the “historical small store” in Cartoceto
3rd day: tasting of typical products matched with two different wines in Mondaino
3rd day: tasting of different types of beer and typical local products in a restaurant in Apecchio
4th day: with alcoholic and no-alcoholic drinks and some types of pizza and mixed salads in the Osteria in Tavullia.
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-Entrance tickets as per program:
2nd day: entrance and visit at Museo Benelli and Museo Morbidelli in Pesaro;
Entrance at the Battisti and Massanelli’s collections;
4th day: entry at Museo del Motociclo in Rimini;
entry in Museo Simoncelli in Coriano.

Package price does not include: flights, entrance tickets to museums not mentioned, historical places, meals if
not clearly mentioned in “included”. Tips and personal extras and all not clearly mentioned in “included”.

